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Abstract. There is a growing security concern on the increasing number of da-
tabases that are accessible through the Internet because a variety of attacks do 
succeed to fool the existed database protection mechanisms in many applica-
tions. Defense-in-depth strategies like intrusion prevention is urgently needed 
for database security. Most of research on intrusion prevention focuses on pre-
venting attacks on operating systems and computer networks. Few efforts have 
been put on database intrusion prevention. Design and implementation of a da-
tabase intrusion prevention system D_DIPS  is presented. The goal of D_DIPS 
is to detect attacks caused by malicious transactions and cancel them timely be-
fore they succeed. The D_DIPS prototype shows D_DIPS can detect and stop 
attacks of malicious transaction in real time with low false alarm rate. 

1   Introduction 

Database systems form the core of the information systems infrastructure in large 
organizations. These databases support a large variety of applications such as elec-
tronic commerce, management information systems, hospital information systems. 
Data stored in these databases ranges from personal information and commercial 
secrets to banking transactions and medical records. Any breach of security to these 
databases may cause losses for customers and organizations. Therefore, It is very 
important that the data stored in the database systems must be protected from unau-
thorized access and modification. 

Although security mechanisms such as authentication, access control, inference 
control, encryption, multilevel secure databases have been deployed to protect data-
base systems, a variety of attacks have fooled these security mechanisms and caused 
unauthorized access and modification of data stored in databases. One solution in face 
of these attacks is intrusion prevention techniques. Intrusion prevention is a proactive 
defense technique which is extension of intrusion detection. Intrusion prevention 
systems detect ongoing attacks in real time and stop the attacks before they succeed, 
thus, avoid damage caused by the attacks. 

Most of research on intrusion prevention focuses on preventing attacks on operat-
ing systems and computer networks [1],[2],[3],[4],[5]. Although auditing tools are 

,
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provided by most of  popular DBMS and there are some works on database intrusion 
detection[6],[7],[8],[9],[10],[11],[12],[13], these methods  focus on detecting attacks 
after the event, so they can not realize intrusion prevention for database. To our best 
of knowledge, few efforts have been put on database intrusion prevention. Ulf T. 
Mattsson presented an intrusion prevention system for database in [14], [15],[16]. His 
researches focus on monitoring database objects (such as tables, attributes, etc) access 
rates associating each user, if the access rates exceed the threshold , notifying the 
access control system to make the user’s request an unauthorized request before the 
result is transmitted to the user. Our work in this paper is different from that of Ulf 
T.Mattsson in that we focus on monitoring transactions rather than access rates, and 
proactive protection is based on atomicity of transactions rather than modification of 
users’ authorization. 

Design and implementation of database intrusion prevention system D_DIPS is 
presented in this paper. The D_DIPS focuses on detection and prevention of malicious 
transactions. Malicious transactions are transactions that access database without 
authorization, or transactions that are issued by users who are authorized but abuse 
their privileges. The D_DIPS monitors transactions issued by users and malicious 
transactions are viewed as intrusion behaviors. If a malicious transaction is identified, 
the D_DIPS cancel the transaction before it succeeds, thus minimize damage caused 
by malicious transactions. The paper is organized as follows: a brief review of intru-
sion detection and intrusion prevention is described in section 2.The next section 
presents intrusion prevention model of D_DIPS. The architecture of D_DIPS is pre-
sented in section 4.The intrusion detection in D_DIPS is described in section 5.The 
implementation of D_DIPS prototype and its performance is presented in section 6. 
We conclude our paper in section 7. 

2   Intrusion Detection and Intrusion Prevention 

Intrusion detection is the process of monitoring the events occurring in a computer 
system or network and analyzing them for signs of intrusions, defined as attempts to 
compromise the confidentiality, integrity, availability, or to bypass the security 
mechanisms of a computer or network. Intrusions are caused by attackers who exploit 
vulnerabilities in hardware or software to gain unauthorized access or to exceed their 
privileges in the computer system.  

Intrusion detection approaches can be divided into misuse detection, anomaly de-
tection and specification-based detection. Misuse detection techniques detect attacks 
as instances of attack signatures. This approach can detect known attacks accurately, 
but is ineffective against previously unseen attacks, as no signatures are available for 
such attacks. Anomaly detection overcomes the limitation of misuse detection by 
focusing on normal system behaviors, rather than attack behaviors. The profiles of 
normal system behaviors are usually created by machine learning techniques. Any 
deviation from normal system behaviors is treated as potential attacks. Specification-
based techniques detect attacks as deviations from a norm, which is similar to anom-
aly detection. However, instead of relying on machine learning techniques, specifica-
tion-based approaches are based on manually developed specifications that capture 
legitimate (rather than previously seen) system behaviors. They avoid the high rate of 
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false alarms caused by legitimate-but- unseen-behavior in the anomaly detection ap-
proach. Their shortcoming is their time-consuming development of detailed specifica-
tion. 

Intrusion detection techniques make computer systems attack-aware but not attack-
resistant, that is , intrusion detection itself can not maintain confidentiality and integ-
rity of the computer system in face of attacks. Intrusion prevention techniques are 
extension of intrusion detection, they not only monitor events in computer systems to 
detect potential attacks, but timely stop the attacks when they are detected to mini-
mize losses caused by the attacks. 

In this paper, database intrusion prevention focuses on detecting and preventing 
application layer attacks which exist in the form of malicious transactions. 

3   The Database Intrusion Prevention Model 

The database intrusion prevention model of D_DIPS is depicted in figure 1. The 
model is integration of intrusion detection and access control. The main idea of the 
model is that intrusion detection is passive defense-in-depth solution which is able to 
monitor users’ activities but unable to prevent unauthorized activities when they are 
detected., while access control is able to prevent users’ unauthorized access to data-
base but unable to monitor users’ activities when access permits are granted. If we 
integrate these two technologies, we can overcome disadvantages of both technolo-
gies and provide more secure defense-in-depth protection for database security. 

In order to realize application layer intrusion prevention ,the database intrusion 
prevention model should provide following functions:  

 Interception: The database intrusion prevention system should intercept any trans-
actions issued by client applications to access the database. 

 Analysis and decision: The intercepted transactions’ information should be ana-
lyzed to determine whether they are malicious transactions. 

 Response: If the analyzed transactions are identified as malicious transactions, the 
database intrusion prevention system should cancel them before they succeed, thus 
intrusion prevention is achieved. 

The database intrusion prevention model consists of mediator and intrusion detec-
tor. The mediator acts as proxy between the clients and the database. It captures trans- 
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Fig. 1. The  D_DIPS  Mode 
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actions’ information for intrusion detector while proxying each users’ transactions 
from the clients to the database. When intrusions are detected , the mediator responds 
to the intrusion alarms by canceling the malicious transactions before they are fin-
ished. The intrusion detector realizes analyzing function in the model. It analyzes 
transactions submitted from clients to database, if a malicious transaction is detected, 
the intrusion detector informs the mediator immediately to cancel the transaction 
before it succeeds. The diamond with question mark represents mediator passes or 
cancels a transaction according to intrusion detector’s detecting results. 

4   The Architecture of D_DIPS  

The deployment of D_DIPS in database application is depicted in figure 2. There are 
following assumption about D_DIPS: 

Client 
Applications Network D_DIPS DBMS

Secure domain

 

Fig. 2. The Deployment of D_DIPS 

 All database users must interact through D_DIPS with database. There are no di-
rect interactive ways for  database users to bypass the D_DIPS. That is , all users’ 
accesses to database are monitored by D_DIPS. 

 All client applications access database through transactions generated by client 
applications and manipulating logic of these transactions is secret from attackers. 
This assumption satisfies typical database application cases as most database appli-
cations do not allow users issue their SQL queries/statements. Users typically spec-
ify their requirements through a client interface and SQL statements are generated 
by client applications. 

The architecture of D_DIPS is depicted in figure 3. The intrusion detector detects 
malicious transactions based on transaction trails at three levels: sessional level, 
schematic level and semantic level. Transactions are checked at the divided levels by 
D_DIPS according to the preset detecting granularities. If a malicious transaction is 
detected at one of these three levels, the intrusion detector informs alarm module to 
send a alarm to security administrator and informs mediator to cancel the malicious 
transaction immediately before it succeeds. The transactions’ trails and any informa-
tion of malicious transactions is recorded by audit module for future analysis. The 
configuration module sets security rules, normal behaviors’ profiles and detecting 
granularities for intrusion detector according to security policies.  
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Fig. 3. Architecture of D_DIPS 

5   Intrusion Detection in D_DIPS 

The intrusion detector detects malicious transactions based on transaction trails at 
three levels: sessional level, schematic level and semantic level. Sessional level detec-
tion checks whether a transaction is authorized or not based on the validity of ses-
sional level trails such as session time of the transaction , the database username or 
computer name issuing the transaction. Specification-based intrusion detection ap-
proach is used in sessional level detection. A lookup table containing legitimate be-
haviors’ parameters(authorized user name, authorized computer name, valid accessing 
time period)like table 1 is maintained for sessional level detection. There are three 
columns in it. When a transaction is issued, the database username, computer name 
issuing the transaction and the session time of the transaction are compared with the 
corresponding columns in each records in table 1. Any deviations from these parame-
ters or non-existence are treated as intrusion. 

Table 1. The lookup table used for sessional level detection 

Username Computer Name Valid time period 
U1 C1 T1s – T2e 
. 

. 
. 

. 

. 

. 

. 
. 

. 

Un Cn Tns – Tne 
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The schematic level detection is based on schematic information of SQL state-
ments contained in transactions. The schematic level detection consists of two parts:  

 Detecting whether SQL statements in transactions violate predefined access control 
policies. Specification-based intrusion detection approach is used which define au-
thorized accessing privileges for every database user as access control matrix as ta-
ble 2 shows. Users are denoted by U. Database objects such tables and attributes 
are denoted by O, A(Ui,Oj) means authorized accessing privileges for user Ui to ac-
cess database object Oj .Any violation of these privileges means attacks. 

Table 2. Access Control Matrix 

U      O O1 O2 . . . On 

U1 A(U1,O1) A(U1,O2) 
. . . A(U1,On) 

. 

. 

. 

. 

. 

. 

. 

. 

. 

. 

. 

. 

. 

. 

. 

Um A(Um,O1) A(Um,O2) 
. . . A(Um,On) 

 
 Detecting whether schematic structure of every SQL statement in a transaction 
matches with corresponding part in profiles. Anomaly detection approach is used 
which consists of training phase and detecting phase as shown in figure 4. 
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Fig. 4. Intrusion detection based on schematic patterns of SQL statements 

The intrusion detection based on schematic structures of  SQL statements 
must be trained first in the training phase without existence of any intrusion be-
haviors. In the training phase, the users issue transactions accessing database 
through client application. The SQL statements in transactions are captured and 
transformed into regular expressions stored in pattern table. For example, the fol-
lowing SQL statement: 
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Select product_no,order_date  
from Order  

      Where order_no=”A123456” AND amount>10000 
  is transformed into following regular expression: 

^Select product_no,order_date  
from Order  
Where order_no=“[[:alnum:]]+”AND amount>［ ［ :digit:］ ］ +$ 
In intrusion detection phase, SQL statements in users’ transactions are inter-

cepted and compared with corresponding regular expressions in the pattern table. 
Any mismatch indicates intrusion. 

In current research, we assume schematic structures of every SQL statement 
in one transaction is invariable every time when the same transaction is issued by 
client application. For example, let following SQL statement be one in a transac-
tion: 

Select Username, Address, Balance  
from Credit-card  
where Accountnumber= “123456” AND Company= “ABC Company” AND 
Address=“Maple Street” 

Every time when the same transaction is issued by client application, the struc-
ture of the SQL statement is fixed, only parameters in the condition part such as 
“123456” ,“ABC Company” ,“Maple Street” are variable, so following variable 
schematic structures of this example are not considered in current research: 

Select Username, Balance  
from Credit-card  
where Accountnumber= “123456” 

or 
Select Address, Balance  
from Address= “ABC Company” 

As assumed previously, client users access database through transactions generated 
by client applications. So the schematic structures of  SQL statements in transaction 
have following features under the above assumption: 

 Regularity: Users can not create SQL statements by themselves. What they have to 
do is to specify their requirements through a client interface. SQL statements are 
generated by client applications according to the users’ requirements. So such SQL 
statements are regular. 

 Stability: The schematic structures of SQL statements in transactions generated by 
client application are stable unless client application is changed. This feature and 
the first feature help us reduce false positive alarm rate. 

 Limited: Different transactions generated by client application are limited. This 
feature make it feasible for us to collect schematic structures’ information of all 
SQL statements contained in different transactions in training phase to achieve low 
false negative alarm rate. 

Semantic level detection is based on such trails as attributes values or statistical re-
sults of attributes in SQL statements. These trails indicate the operation semantics of 
SQL statements in transactions. Misuse detection is used in semantic level intrusion 
detection. Every SQL statement in a transaction is assigned a value called anomaly 
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measure value(AMV) during semantic level checking. If attributes values or statistical 
results of attributes in one SQL statement contained in a transaction match predefined 
detecting rules, that indicates a possible attack may be exist, a non-zero  AMV  is set  
for that SQL statement. Otherwise zero is set. If the sum of AMV of all SQL state-
ments in a transaction is larger than preset threshold, that is, if the following equation 
holds:(let m be the number of SQL statements contained in the transaction and iA  be 
the AMV of ith SQL statement ) 

Thresholdimi
≥∑

≤≤     1
A  . 

then the whole transaction is anomaly and actions should be taken to cancel it. 
There are two reasons why transaction trails are divided into sessional level, sche-

matic level and semantic level. The first reason is that we can make good use of  
transaction information at different levels to detect malicious transactions accurately. 
The second reason is that we can set different detecting granularity for different data-
base objects to achieve trade-off  between impact of D_DIPS on database perform-
ance and database security. For example,we can set D_DIPS to monitor transactions 
manipulating some trivial database tables only at sessional level for high performance 
and monitor transactions manipulating some important database tables at sessional 
level, schematic level and semantic level to achieve high security. 

When a intrusion is detected. D_DIPS cancel the transaction based on atomicity of 
transactions, that is, the attack of the intrusion can be stopped as follows: The SQL 
statements in a transaction except the last one indicating commit or rollback 
(COMMIT WORK, ROLLBACK WORK) of this transaction are proxyed to DBMS 
by the mediator. Whether a transaction is committed or cancelled is determined by 
detecting results of intrusion detector. If a malicious transaction is identified, the 
mediator rollbacks the malicious transaction to cancel its operation, otherwise, the 
mediator commits the transaction. 

6   Implementation and Performance 

We have implemented a D_DIPS prototype based on open source database Post-
greSQL. The mediator proxies transactions from clients application to PostgreSQL 
through PostgreSQL client interface libpq.  

One concern of deploying D_DIPS is its impact on database performance. We test 
the D_DIPS prototype in following testbed: the client machine is Intel PentiumIV 
500Hz with 128MB of RAM, the machine running D_DIPS is Intel PentiumIV 1GHz 
with 128MB of RAM ,the machine hosting database server is Intel PentiumIV 1GHz 
with 128MB of RAM. All the machines run redhat linux 7.0 .The database system is 
PostgreSQL 7.3.3. 

We define transaction size is the number of SQL statements contained in a transac-
tion. The performance of PostgreSQL is measured by throughput  which is defined by 
the ratio of the number of transactions to the time to finish all the transactions. In 
testing environment with and without D_DIPS enforcement ,1000 transactions with 
different size (size 3,5,8,10) are issued by client application to PostgreSQL respec-
tively. The transactions are checked by D_DIPS at sessional level, schematic level  
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Fig. 5. Database throughput with and without D_DIPS enforcement 

and semantic level. The database throughput with and without D_DIPS enforcement 
is shown in figure 5. 

The performance penalty caused by D_DIPS is about 42% in average. But the re-
sult is measured under environment of checking every SQL statement in transactions 
at sessional level, schematic level and semantic level. We can achieve higher per-
formance by setting different detecting granularities for transactions accessing differ-
ent database tables. 

Intrusion prevention effect of D_DIPS is another concern when deploying 
D_DIPS. As described previously, the characteristics we use to detect malicious 
transactions at sessional level, schematic level and semantic level is stable and regu-
lar. Therefore, in our experimental environment, the intrusion detector raises very few 
false alarms and malicious transactions are stopped by D_DIPS before they succeed. 

7   Conclusion 

Defense-in-depth solutions are urgently needed in protecting confidentiality and in-
tegrity of data stored in database due to frequent reports on breach of database secu-
rity. Database intrusion prevention is extension of database intrusion detection, which 
makes database attack-aware but not attack-resistant. Database intrusion prevention 
turns passive defense of intrusion detection into proactive defense through detecting 
and responsing ongoing attacks in real time. Design and implementation of a database 
intrusion prevention system D_DIPS is presented in this paper. The D_DIPS proto-
type shows our D_DIPS can detect and stop database application layer attacks caused 
by malicious transactions in real time with low false alarm, thus minimize loss caused 
by malicious transactions. The impact of D_DIPS on database system can be mini-
mized by suitable detecting granularity configuration. Our future research directions 
include (a) automatic summarizing schematic regular expression  from variable sche-
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matic structures of same SQL statement; (b) extending the D_DIPS prototype from 
client/server architecture to three-lier architecture (c) Integrating database intrusion 
prevention techniques with COTS database products to improve their security. 
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